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Introduction
Although the domestic has been critically observed in relation to British artists in the
1990s, it has not been considered cross-culturally in terms of Irish artists.1

Considering many female Irish artists were coming of age in the 1990s, as part of a
newly enlightened media-aware generation, conscious of feminist ideas and chang-
ing attitudes towards women both in Ireland and internationally, this paper argues that
consequently, the domestic, as a subject-matter or material culture, became the van-
guard for a ‘domestic’ artistic movement to develop.2

By establishing a domestic aesthetic, artists sought to highlight and explore the mul-
tiple signifiers entrenched in domestic space and iconography, by subverting tradi-
tionally held assumptions of the role of women within the home and thereby, it is
argued, established a challenging, innovative art discourse. It is proffered that this
phenomenon materialised in Irish art from the late 1980s onwards, partly as a reac-
tion to these changes and as a reaction to women’s traditional association to the home,
which was particularly contradictory and contentious in the Republic of Ireland.3 The
paper suggests a ‘turn to the domestic’4 for Irish artists in some instances pre-dated
their British contemporaries and traces this evolution, with special regard to the work
of Irish artist Alice Maher and her response to the philosophical writings of Gaston
Bachelard. Consequently, the aim of this paper is to evaluate the emergence of this
domestic art movement in relation to contemporary Irish artists, within the wider con-
text of societal change, and cross-cultural exchange.

The ‘Paradoxical’ House/Home

On whatever theoretical horizons we examine it; the house-image would 
appear to have become the topography of our intimate being.5

The increasing fascination of contemporary artists to explore the domestic as a home,
both as an interrogation of spatial relations and as a metaphor for the self, is arguably
due to the contradictory meanings that this space encapsulates.  Thus the domestic
avant-garde’s foundation starts with the house, or rather the space within the home,
where ‘the stage for the theatre of the family, a place where people are born and live
and die,’6 is played. Or, as Walter Benjamin eloquently wrote, the house is ‘a box in
the world theatre.’7 As these quotations exemplify, from the beginning the
house/home sets up a contradiction as either a space where the most intimate of
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human drama is lived, or as a space of refuge from the outside world, both of which
have become potent signifiers for artists.

This idea of the domestic space (as a house/home) can also be construed as
‘interiority’ and a sense of subjectivity for the artist.  Thus the house/home form can
act as a metaphor for the construction of subjectivity in their artwork via the
house/home object.8 The domestic space therefore is implied by work that architec-
turally depicts a house form or work that presents a conceptual abstraction of ‘home’
in a more ambiguous fashion. 

The emergence of interest in place and space theories in the last few decades
and the interest in the home/domestic is arguably attributable to the increasing alien-
ation that has arisen due to rapid urbanization.9 This was especially dramatic in
Ireland as, compared to its continental neighbours, it escaped the initial vestiges of
modernity.10 Therefore theories expostulated during high Modernism, such as those
by Walter Benjamin, Gaston Bachelard and the surrealists, especially André Breton,
who theoretically attempted to articulate the resultant effects of modernity a century
ago, are useful theoretical tools in understanding contemporary Irish art. Benjamin
suggested the obsession with the home was a modern concept based on individualism
and, in Ireland, this obsession has become a current phenomenon as artists seek to
engage with the issues that have manifested due to the cultural shift from a rural to
an urban society. Consequently, the domestic as a subject-matter has become a
metaphor for the self in a manner that landscape served previously.11

In The Poetics of Space: The Classic Look at How We Experience Intimate
Places, Bachelard describes the interior of the house, which is considered the home
or the domestic sphere, as a cosmic space of memory, imagination and identity.12

Bachelard’s theory suggests the home is both a cosmic or comprehensive space and
is defined as an attempt to retrieve or search for place-relations that can be accessed
outside of, or prior to, between or beyond places that are humanly constructed or con-
trolled. The house, therefore, depicts memory and is an intimate space.13

Joan Ockman writes that this philosophical meditation on oneiric space ‘appeared at
a moment when phenomenology and the pursuit of symbolic and archetypal mean-
ings in architecture seemed to open fertile ground within the desiccated culture of late
Modernism’.14 As Irish culture has recently been fragmented by technological
advancement, increased urbanization and immigration, Bachelard’s ideas resonate.
Although written over four decades ago, and with specific relation to the literature of
poetry, the current fascination for the home and the domestic in Ireland mirrors the
changes he acknowledged in France at the height of modernity when he wrote that
the house image had become a primary signifier of the contemporary state.15 If, as he
wrote, the land and the landscape articulated an earlier generation’s quest for identi-
ty, it is the house, the domestic that is the metaphor for contemporary artists:  

All great, simple images reveal a psychic state. The house, even more than
the landscape, is a ‘psychic state,’ and even when reproduced as it appears
from the outside, it bespeaks intimacy.16
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Reverie, that is the creative daydream, occupied the central position in Bachelard's
philosophy. His was an aesthetic that intentionally provided a metaphysic of the
imagination and an aesthetic object, such as a house, was an object only insofar as it
enabled a subject to enter into a receptive, self-aware and cosmic state of being, thus
subjectness and objectness are intimately and archetypically intertwined.17

Bachelard argued that our earliest and most formative memories are not
ordered temporally but spatially and the house or houses of our youth determine this
ordering.  He deals extensively with the example of the verticality of the house and
the different qualities from the attic to the cellar. Whilst he privileges the past in his
discussion of personal space, akin to nostalgia, he also includes the future, since he
contends that people imagine an alternative place for themselves often in terms of an
abode. In addition, he discusses hiding places within the house of one’s youth that
secure the sense of worth that children need to develop.18 Bachelard’s associations
between the house, memory and the imagination, his nostalgia for a rural, pre-indus-
trial past, and a desire to question everything have been influential in establishing a
domestic aesthetic which first subverted but ultimately celebrated human relations
within art works. 

Alice Maher’s Conceptual Houses
For Alice Maher her use of materials, art historical references and forms, present the
home as both a cosmic space and an intimate space, often rendering the domestic as
a place of childhood memory and of the self. Her knowledge of Bachelard’s ideas has
been acknowledged both by the artist and critics of her work.19 Since the beginning
of her art practice, Maher has been creating forms that resemble houses, either depict-
ed architecturally as a house or alluded to conceptually. In either representation, they
are charged places and do not represent the home as a neutral space but explore the
house/home as a sign that subverts the commonplace association that the domestic is
a place of comfort.  She often uses memory as an active agent of the imagination and
the viewer is encouraged to project himself or herself onto the visual narrative and
contribute to the interpretation, which Heinrich Wolfflin has described as ‘psycho-
logical empathy’.20

The theme of the home and its possible subversions are often referenced
through the use of the materials she chooses and further developed by the conflicting
roles of interior and exterior space. These space relations are not simply defined as
binary opposites but are construed in a complex fashion. In one of her earliest works
Tryst, an installation made in 1989, Maher constructed four jousting tents made from
used bed sheets.21 The shape of the tents, which are peaked at the top, resemble con-
structions from the medieval period and coupled with the colourful Chagallesque fig-
ures floating on the canvas, emote a dreamy, fantastical, sublime, universe. However,
the realization that these tents accompanied jousting tournaments signifies conflict
and ultimately subverts the original interpretation. As an installation work, the artist
was aware of creating a relationship between the object, the space, and the viewer. By
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encouraging the audience to engage with the work from multiple viewpoints, or
kinaesthetically by moving from inside to outside, the work is consequently subvert-
ed and transformed depending on the position of the spectator. Initially from the out-
side, we view the tent form as medieval but on entering find ourselves in the interior
of a womb-like space resonating from the sanguine paint. 

Wolfflin argued that to interpret the spatial form aesthetically we have to
respond to this moment vicariously physically and through our senses. The extension
and movement of the body is associated with a feeling of pleasure or displeasure,
which spectators interpret as the experience characteristic of the form itself.22

It would appear that these tents signify paradoxical messages of pleasure
and displeasure as they represent the home as both peaceful and warlike or disrup-
tive. The work, therefore, demonstrates that the home, the domestic, is both emblem-
atic of creativity and possible destruction. As spectators our perception changes as we
move from the exterior into the interior space. Considering family battles are often
played out in secret, behind closed doors, it also serves as a reminder of Foucault’s
theory that power relationships occur in any space that is lived communally, such as
the home.23 For the theorist, Beatriz Colomina, the domestic space has always been
a scene of conflict.  She states: 

These contradictions are further rendered from the title of the work. Tryst means ‘a
meeting’, especially a secret meeting, or from the Old French, a lookout post, further
illustrating the possible duality that the work explores by emanating both clandestine
and open relationships which is indicative of family life.25 The tents therefore act as
multiple signifiers for the whole gamut of domestic relations from battle to bliss. The
materiality of the work also suggests that it is a holder of memory and familial ritu-
als. Bed linen itself implies a material intimacy in that we sleep, dream, fornicate,
make love, give birth and are sick on them and the artist has deliberately transformed
them into a painterly canvas to depict an expressionistic narrative. Recalling
Benjamin’s assertion that the home is a theatre, the work bears an emotional quality
in its figurative forms and colourful bold red tones, emitting further the emotionality
of family relations and rituals. 

Fionna Barber suggests the sheets represent the ‘shadow work’ of women.
As women’s housework is in maintaining the fittings of home, such as doing the laun-
dry, as well as discretely eliminating the daily soils of everyday life, these domestic
chores as generally thankless and unacknowledged.26 Usually invisible in their daily
use, by constructing the sheets into visible tents, the artist is deliberately visualising
the domestic by literally subverting the sheets and attributing them with a value as a
piece of art. Subsequently, by transforming the sheets into an artistic canvas, the ordi-

We all know but rarely publicise, the house as a scene of conflict. The
domestic has always been at war. The battle of the family, the battle of
sexuality, the battle for cleanliness, for hygiene and now the ecological
battle.24
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nary has become the extraordinary and the familiar domestic has been rendered unfa-
miliar.

For Maher the tents also present the idea of home as a transient place, as
tents depict shelters, homes that are not permanent but mobile. In an interview, the
artist has said she deliberately used tents because of this migratory quality: 

Tents are amazing structures, they are like a house, but they don’t 
have the oppression of a house, as they are not stuck in one spot.27

They are also used to present figurative work that was not confined to a fixed frame.
By her material choice, the artist has thus contested both traditional ideas of the home
and of art practice. For Irish women, who had so long been tied by law to the home,
the choice to create an unfixed home is poignant. In a recent conversation, the artist
also mentioned that one of the reasons she used snail shells in her exhibition Rood,
(2005) was that she marveled at the snails’ ability to have a mobile home, as if the
need to be free from a fixed abode was of paramount importance. This furthers a
desire by the artist to escape the confines that the Irish Constitution, which in Article
41 in the constitution of 1937, singled out women’s special role as:

In 1995 for an exhibition called Compulsive Objects, Maher’s choice was to create
the form of a house. This engagement with the subject highlights her ‘compulsive’
need to grapple with ideas rendered from the domestic and resulted in the construc-
tion of her iconic piece, House of Thorns (1995) (Fig. 1). From the Freudian defini-
tion of ‘uncanny’ here is what appears to be a charming house rendered sensational
and horrific due to the covering of sharp rose thorns.29 From a religious iconograph-
ical reading the shape of the house is similar to one of the earliest Christian architec-
tural structures in Ireland, Gallarus Oratory in Co. Kerry, (Fig. 2).30 That this eccle-
siastical form is covered in thorns, further suggests Christian iconography as the
thorns imply the suffering of Christ. The portrayal of this conceptual piece as a house
that symbolizes the church further underlines the suffering and sacrifice of Irish
women who had been ideologically imprisoned to their role in the domestic space by
religious theology.31 The work also emotes general domestic disturbances as well as
alluding to literary associations. 

In tales, such as The Sleeping Beauty, the prince has to battle with the thorny
wood to enter the castle and awaken the princess. For Bachelard, the house protect-
ed the reverie and, for Maher, her conceptual house, covered in an armor of prickly
thorns, might represent the need for the artists to shelter their intimate creative space
and to safeguard their ability to enter into artistic reverie/imagination. Therefore, the

2.1° In particular, the State recognizes that, by her life within the
home, woman gives to the State a support without which the common
good can not be achieved. 28
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most intimate space, the interior, is protected by this aggressive, tactile house. This
reaffirms Bachelard’s idea that hiding places within the house of one’s youth secure
the sense of worth that children need to develop.32

Taking into account that the artist painstakingly gathered the thorns, which
surrounded her childhood home in rural Tipperary, to construct the form from a ver-
nacular material, the time pondering and remembering the past are considered part of
the conceptual process and thus the material represents a memorial aspect, or as
Bachelard would suggest, is charged with memory associations.33

The miniaturisation of the house further suggests childhood and memory.
Barber has written that Maher’s miniatures act as a signifier of a type of female in her
work that is the girl-child.34 This girl-child is a recurring theme in Maher’s work,
often considered her alter ego and, for Barber, the figurative miniature female form
signifies a feminist slant to the work. The creation of a house form that is reduced in
scale and covered in the visceral material of thorns could be interpretated as a means
to recreate childhood memories that are secret, hidden and harmful to intruders.  As
this house can cause pain to trespassers, Barber views this place as the intimate
female universe of the domestic and may denote domestic disturbances, as the
domestic gone awry.35 However, this also refers to Bachelard whose analysis of the
miniature suggests one’s responses to a scaled-down object are similar to the psy-
chological process which takes place when we dream.

In point of fact, imagination in miniature is natural imagination 
which appears at all ages in the daydreams of born dreamers.36

This reminds one of the Sleeping Beauty fairytale as mentioned, where the dreamer
in this instance signifies the artist.  

Medb Ruane suggests that Maher’s conceptual house was referring to the
‘dis-ease’ of the domestic an unheimlich or unhomely response to the home akin to
the surrealist disgust with modernity.37 Yet this interpretation depends on whether one
is inside or outside the house, as Duchamp famously said, it is the viewer who fin-
ishes the art work by their interpretation.38 Henri Lefebvre has noted that both
Bachelard and Heidegger associate the idea of the house with ‘the terrible urban real-
ity that the twentieth century has instituted.’39 This argument thus takes the opposite
view of Ruane’s analysis in that the reverie of a maternal, womblike, and stable
home, sheltering and remote is, as Anthony Vidler has suggested, a symptomatic
response to the experience of an unheimlich modernity, or in Maher’s case post-
modernity that views the domestic as an ideal place. 40

Therefore, this work also creates paradoxes and is ultimately dependant on
the viewers’ interpretation. Maher’s House of Thorns could thus be read as repre-
senting a romanticised historical past, a quest by the artist to create a rural past, far
from the increasingly hostile contemporary urban world. Indeed, Ruane suggests that
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Figure 1 Alice Maher, House of Thorns, rose thorns, wood, 9x10x15cm, 1995.
Courtesy of the artist and the Green on Red Gallery, Dublin.

Figure 2 Gallarus Oratory, Dingle Peninsula, Co. Kerry, Ireland, sixth to
twelfth century. Photographic Credit: Seamus Kelliher.
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nostalgia for a rural past is part of Maher’s continual exploration of ‘the margins’,
that Maher’s quest for ‘rurality’ is a ‘uniquely contemporary form of marginaliza-
tion.’41

According to Wolfflin’s theory we experience a feeling of pleasure or dis-
pleasure from the characteristic of the form itself. Therefore, the thorns may be read
either as a protection from the vagaries of the external world, that the interior space
is safe, or the contrary, that the internal world, the domestic, is disturbing. In other
words, the artist is either idealising the domestic (as the place we love), Bachelard’s
topoanalysis, or demonizing it (as the place we hate), Foucault’s heterotopoanalysis,
which is indicative of the contradictory role that the domestic space had been for Irish
women of Maher’s mother’s generation.

In 2001, Maher produced an art book called Necklace of Tongues, literally a
sketchbook of ideas.  In the book, she wrote with her left hand repeating words akin
to surrealist automatism. She recalls: ‘Once I listed all the dreams I could remember
and gave them titles.’42 These random sketches are crude depictions of all the hous-
es she had lived in and appear to be drawn in a primitive, childlike fashion. These
stream of consciousness drawings are remarkable for their simplicity with very few
windows and emote a privacy that depicts the domestic space as a sacred space that
has to be protected by the artist in a manner reminiscent of both Tryst and House of
Thorns. In form, these ‘houses’ appear to stumble toward the shape of a traditional
Irish round tower, or keep and Maher writes: ‘A keep as a room in a castle or a forti-
fication and this reflects the tower-shape of it.’43 Although drawing on memories of
childhood, Maher has said that: 

However, it is interesting that these sketches are of houses, individualised by the city
location, that relate to part of the artists’ factual life journey. Again this echoes
Bachelard’s idea that the earliest and most formative memories are not ordered tem-
porally but spatially, and this ordering is determined by the house, or houses of our
youth. That the artist drew houses is particularly noteworthy, both as a signifier of
memory, as the house is one of the first images children make, and as a form that rep-
resents the subjective space.  In these works, we view only the exterior lines of the
house; the interior is kept hidden and secret for the viewer to write the narrative.45

This inclination to protect the interior/domestic space, which Barber would
signify as the female/self, is also evident in another installation piece entitled Keep
(1991) (Fig. 3). Whilst it may not appear in the traditional form of a domestic house,
the drawings in Necklace of Tongues at times resemble keeps, suggesting that, for the
artist, they are symbolic of the home. Made from a nine-foot structure of ropes of

There are moments from memory in some.  The etchings open up a
space into memory and push two elements together, just for a moment.
And memory isn’t biography, it’s not as simple as that. 44
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Figure 3 Alice Maher,
Keep, human hair, cotton
thread, hemp, light steel,
270x130cm, 1991. Courtesy
of the artist and the Green
on Red Gallery, Dublin.

Figure 4 Alice
Maher, Helmet,
lambda print,
610x610mm, edi-
tion 4, 2003.
Courtesy of the
artist and the Green
on Red Gallery.
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hair, Keep is cylindrical in shape, and mounted onto a steel structure with cotton
thread that in form resembles a round tower. The work again plays on the inside/out-
side, the public/private dichotomy, which can be identified as a recurring motif in her
work. A memorial aspect is suggested as the piece is created from collected hair, as
this natural material contains personal histories gathered from the genetics of the
material. Barber notes that the work also requires the viewer to step inside a secret
place similar to Tryst, yet to enter we have to physically touch human hair, which
adds a fetish-like surrealist quality to the experience.46

Once more the artist has referenced the medieval past, as a keep is a tower in a
medieval castle. A link to this time, the Golden Age of Irish art, might also suggest
that the tower represents the golden age of childhood. However, a keep also means a
dungeon, which is a far more sinister place, as well as a myriad of other possibilities,
such as to ‘keep’ a secret, to continue, to have and so on. Domestic spaces harbour
secrets, family histories present a continuum and most of us possess in our psyche a
place we call home.47 By charging the sculpture with all these associations, the work
takes on Bachelard’s ideas of a house from the cellar to the garret, once again echo-
ing multiple signifiers.48

The literary associations are many but the story of Rapunzel, who was
locked in a tower by her father, represents a domestic disquiet and underlines her con-
finement to the interior space, again suggesting the claustrophobic imprisonment that
being chained to the domestic realm can represent. The construction of the sculpture
from hair suggests the possibility of escape from the enclosure, just as Rapunzel
escapes her imprisonment by utilising her own tresses. One could read from this that
contemporary Irish women have the ability to free themselves from the ideological
linkages of the past to the domestic realm. Hair can also act as a barrier behind which
one can hide and also suggests that, by occupying the domestic, the realities of the
public world can be escaped from. The home can thus be a place of refuge from the
turmoil of a rapidly changing world.49

There’s No Place like Home
Though Keep is more inclined towards demonstrating the domestic space as an
entrapment, despite the ambiguous signs, Maher’s Portraits series from 2003 appears
to be searching for a return to a safe, womb-like space. This concept of the idyllic
home further illustrates the paradoxical relationship the artist has inherited in relation
to the domestic space. The line from The Wizard of Oz ‘There’s no place like home’
seems appropriate. Like Dorothy, it would appear that Maher is searching for her lost,
rural, childhood home, which for her is Co. Tipperary, not Kansas.50

However, if Dorothy wanted to return to ‘home sweet home’ and escape the
fantasy of Oz, Maher appears content in the imaginary.  Salman Rushdie has written
that rather than the home being a fixed reality, our imagination is our reality and the
only home we make for ourselves is by ourselves, in our reverie,51 which echoes
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Bachelard. Maher’s work tends to evoke these contradictions and an awareness that
the place called home may not be in the real, but elsewhere, as Julia Kristeva suggests
an ‘abject place,’ where both fact and fiction are suspect.52 Maher articulates this
visually in the multiple associations that emanate from the public/private contradic-
tions created in her work by using domestic iconography such as house forms.

Still, in these Portraits, Maher appears to be trying to retrieve something
from her upbringing, as she embeds herself into material memorabilia from her child-
hood rural environment, heavily laden once more with religious iconography. She
wraps her neck in lamb tongues in Collar, symbolising the Lamb of God, buries her
head in the Mound of moss, springs water in Fountain and is sprinkled with berries
in Fruit. The title Bloom may refer to cultural and natural memory, as it refers to
Joyce’s fictional character in Ulysses, reflecting an ongoing interest in Irish literature
and folklore, and Chaplet might refer to her memories of Catholicism as it implies
rosary beads. By literally covering her torso and face with these talismans, it is as
though the physical alignment to material mnemonic associations, she can return
home, if not by clicking her ruby red slippers, by creating herself as art, an art that
ultimately seeks the domestic to reflect memory. In other words, the artist has creat-
ed a new language for the self via domestic iconography.

As Carol Mavor mentions, Bachelard’s influence is especially evident in the
works, most notably in Helmet. (Fig. 4) In this piece, Maher holds a conical helmet
made of snail shells in front of her face, as if she is either going into or coming out
of this protective ‘home’ space.53 However, Mavor suggests that rather than a return
to the home, the work implies the artist has outgrown the home and is entering the
public world thus decrying the old adage that ‘a woman’s place is in the home’. She
uses Bachelard’s observation that the snails are ‘a dream of a home that grows in pro-
portion to the growth of the body’ to illustrate her point. That Maher has outgrown
the proportions of this ‘home’ suggests she is ‘flying’ the nest.54 Yet the homing
instinct in these works is also very strongly communicated as Bachelard writes ‘..an
empty shell, like an empty nest, invites day-dreams of refuge…’55 and the ultimate
refuge for Bachelard is the home:

Nest in particular illustrates this homing instinct as the contented expression on the
artist’s face suggests that this is the ultimate haven or refuge. That a nest suggests a
home is evident by the metaphorical associations of the word. A small bird’s nest is
placed in front of the artist’s bare body, the vulvi-form suggesting an alignment to the
first home we experience, the womb, as though the artist, in her ‘birthday’ suit, can
return to the place of her birth, the ultimate human journey, or personal Odyssey with-
in the room/womb that we are/were safest. Bachelard believed that a state of well-

If I were asked to name the chief benefit of the house, I should say: the
house shelters daydreaming, the house protects the dreamer, the house
allows one to dream in peace. 56
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being takes us back to ‘the primitiveness of refuge’57 and these works appear to echo
that concept. There is a fusion of strength and vulnerability in this work that creates
a subtle, visceral tension. By trying to return to home, in whatever guise, the artist is
protecting her creativity that is cherished in these homes, in the private space, the
interiority of self, that she has created reminiscent to a domestic space similar to Tryst
and House of Thorns.

Migrating Ideas – Kathy Prendergast’s Tent Installation
Kathy Prendergast, a contemporary of Maher, is another central figure in the creation
of a domestic aesthetic and has also constructed house forms in her work that suggest
memory and migration. Having moved from Dublin to London in 1983, the idea of
geographically searching for a lost home appears to have become a theme for the
artist and was articulated in The Body Map Series which began at this point.  In an
installation piece called Another Country (1988), the artist built a wall from chalk
making a division between here and there that could be read as Ireland and England
indicating a conscious awareness of the act of emigration.58 The installation piece
called as small as a world and as large as alone (1991) makes reference to the house
as a home. Sheila Dickinson cites the title as taken from an E.E. Cummings' poem 59

and the work encapsulates a sense of the homesickness that can accompany the act of
emigration.60 Made from a one-man tent and contorted to simulate a mountain range,
Dickinson notes that this work, unlike Land (1991), is the only tent in the series that
is unmarked by map drawings and concludes that the title and the solo travel equip-
ment evoke human isolation and insignificance: ‘By building a portable landscape to
carry with her as she moves, Prendergast articulates a sense of journeying, of being
uprooted.’61 However, it is not only the land that the artist has constructed but also a
tent/house that, as Bachelard states, is redolent with memories. The external land-
scape may be important but the internal domestic is equally emotive. By utilising a
tent the artist is making a reference to the domestic/home or interior and has
explained the work embodies ‘my own landscape, my own history, my own emo-
tional baggage’ − thus adding an emotive, humanist quality.62

By leaving the tent uncharted, the work maintains a privacy and intimacy
that shelters the interior space, a metaphor for the self. However, it also includes a
zipper that creates a relationship between inner and outer spaces suggesting, like
Maher, the paradox that the domestic place denotes as one of reverie and refuge or
potential constraint. The inclusion of the zipper also suggests a sense of freedom and
choice is possible for contemporary women. Considering the domestic orientation of
many of her other works the relationship of land/external and home/ internal are
recurring motifs.  In an interview with Aidan Dunne, the artist said:

My work is not about nature although I use images from nature, mountains, maps
[sic] I am trying to find a ‘poetry’, a sense of the extraordinary in the ordinary, to make
a mountain-tent that can be your own personal mountain, that can be as big as a
world but also fit inside a room, that is an image of itself, but also something more.63
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Both Maher and Prendergast conceptually appropriated tents to articulate the para-
doxical nature the domestic denotes in society. By utilising the tent as a symbol for
the home/domestic it acts as a metaphor and signifier of memory and self. These
works curiously pre-dated the English artist, Tracey Emin’s infamous work, Everyone
I Have Ever Slept With 1963-1995 or as it is otherwise known The Tent (1995)64

which has been cited by Julian Stallabrass as evidence of young British female artists
turning to the domestic for inspiration in the 1990s65 and thus highlights the innova-
tive nature of Irish artists in regards to the initiation of a domestic art movement.

Inside Out – Rachel Whitread and Maud Cotter’s ‘Houses’ 
Further evidence that an engagement with the domestic was an increasing phenome-
non in the 1990s and was being articulated by artists in both Ireland and Britain can
be viewed in the work of Rachel Whitread and Maud Cotter. Each artist constructed
a conceptual house that renegotiated the domestic into a new visual language that
both subverted traditional feminine roles in the home and then celebrated the ritual-
istic and memorial aspects of domestic life indicative of the third wave of feminism.
Rachel Whitread’s House, (1993) connected issues of public and private space by
transforming the domestic space, or as mentioned by Bachelard the first space we
encounter, into an iconic house sculpture. This piece has been described as ‘personal
architecture’, not as a metaphor for the artist, but as a memorial to the occupants of
the house whom provided the subject for her piece.

Although the work is depicted as an actual house in terms of scale and construction,
Whitread has subverted the interior and exterior space. Although we view an archi-
tectural house form, viewers are presented with the interior space of the home/domes-
tic. In other words the domestic has been literally turned inside out and the usually
invisible domestic has been monumentally visualised. The artist was trying to memo-
rialise traces of the past history of the occupants of the house before their eviction and
therefore by emphasising the interior space reiterates Bachelard’s assertion that the
object becomes subject. The work also embodies Benjamin’s idea that: 

To live is to leave traces. In the interior these are emphasised. [sic] The
traces of the occupant also leave their impression on the interior. 67

Whitread has metaphorically shaped these memories as symbolised by an architec-
tural sculptural object, first by subverting the spectators’ concept of inside and out-

The dichotomy of the public and private is breached by Whitread’s
transformation of domestic space into a monument to itself.  Private
emotions and memories acquire public and collective meanings when
House is seen as a symbol of homelessness.66
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side space and, second, by emphasising, visualising and celebrating the lives of the
previous occupants and thereby incorporating a humanistic concern within the repre-
sentation.

Similarly Maud Cotter created House, (2005) an architectural sculpture for
the Courthouse in Washington Street in Cork. In the press release, she commentated:

I want to bring a reminder of domestic dwelling into play with the 
other spaces of the Courthouse: corridors, cells, chambers, courts.68

Thus the artist subverted the exterior and interior space by constructing a house form
inside the court building and in so doing reintroduced aspects of the domestic into
what would be considered a building that represents public, as opposed to private,
space. By juxtaposing conventionally held notions of public and private space, the
work sets up a dialogue between architectural forms and functions but also extends
the introduction of Bachelard’s idea of oneric space into the equation.  Rather than
creating a contradiction between a Court building and a house/home, that could be
contested as polar opposites, the architectural pieces appear to be setting up multiple
signifiers and blurring boundaries between interior and exterior space. The work also
calls for the spectator to address the human rituals that occur within the domestic
space and echoes Whitread’s concern to make visible lived human relations.

Conclusion
By appropriating the house/home as a multiple signifier, artists have established the
domestic space as one that illuminates the contradictions that are inherent in gendered
spatial relations and, by renegotiating the boundaries, implied a shift of conscious-
ness with regard to the domestic, from the banal to the exotic. This renegotiation has
been a result, it is argued, of increased urbanization and a generation of artists raised
in a time of equal rights that evolved through Feminism.  This has been achieved by
creating a new visual language, which subverts common associations of domestic
space but ultimately explores the emotive humanistic qualities that that space signi-
fies.
Paradoxically the domestic, which was considered the antithesis of modernity, has
become a radical concept to explore contemporary art and forms the basis of a con-
temporary art movement which has been observed in Britain, but it is argued, was
also occurring in parallel to contemporary Irish art. This has been traced by analysing
the contradictions unveiled in the domestic space within the interior of the
house/home image as articulated by Alice Maher and further suggested by an interest
in the domestic between Irish and British artists from the 1990s onwards.69
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